
COVERBACK



A legacy of well-crafted taste has
now been brought together under one roof,

for the tea connoisseur.

We welcome you on this journey of discovery.
Your accompaniments shall be music, art,

fine conversation, and above all, divine tea.
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the quintessential 
india tea experience
{ Single serving, by the cup }

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

karipatta delight chai ....................... 190

Curry leaves are highly regarded for their 
therapeutic abilities. Enjoy this relaxing tea with 
a pungent, lime-lemony sensation, as the aroma 
from its leaves permeates through the dark and 
colourful blend from Taj Mahal Tea.

gulkhand paan chai .......................... 195

Paan is India’s tastiest and most popular digestive.
Explore our chai version of the Calcutta paan, with a drop 
of sweet gulkhand and a balanced hint of chilli, cloves,
coriander, cumin and white pepper.

matcha rose chai ............................. 220

A Japanese specialty, ‘matcha’ literally translates
into powdered green tea. Try our unique blend of matcha 
green tea and rose water. Together, the two produce 
a delicate aroma with a perfect mix of ginger, pepper 
and cardamom in one chai. 

kaffir leaf chai .............................. 195

Native to tropical Asia, the kaffir leaf imparts a distinct 
fragrance. Our chef has prepared this special chai rich 
with spices, with a sharp flavour of kaffir leaf that combines 
with cloves, coriander seeds, cumin, white pepper, 
and Kashmiri chilli milk, to tantalise your taste buds.

haldi chai ...................................... 220

A chai that brings alive the goodness of turmeric. 
Fresh haldi with hints of ginger, combined with jaggery 
and coconut milk give it a smooth and tasty flavour.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS



Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

parsi mint chai ............................... .. 195

Also referred to as Parsi ‘Choi’, this flavourful and
refreshing cup of tea is infused with mint leaves, 
fresh ginger, cardamom, and lemongrass. 
The fresh aroma of this tea is best relished at the 
start of the day.

kashmir saffron chai ........................ 230

With the magical aroma of the most expensive 
spices in the world, this delicate Kashmiri tea 
is laced with saffron. This adds a hue of sunny 
yellow and a sweet aftertaste.

bold spices chai .............................. 190

As unique as it is bold, this tea has ingredients 
like pepper which combine effortlessly with 
the heady woodiness and warmth of cardamom, 
cinnamon, cloves and ginger.

jaipur royal chai ... ......................... 190

A complete Rajasthani experience, this spiced tea has a 
citrusy taste, yet is warm and nutty in its aroma. The cumin 
will give you a smoky aftertaste with each sip.

malabari vanilla coconut chai ............. 230

Vanilla buds have been treasured for centuries 
for their intoxicating, floral bouquet and natural 
sweetness. Combined with coconut, this delectable 
blend is like enjoying a dessert.

orange blossom chai ........................ 220

The orange flower tea is a light, crisp and 
sweet blossom. It is a unique floral tea that 
can be had with milk. The fresh fragrance 
comes alive right from the first sip, as it creates 
a citrus grove in your tea cup.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS



tmth flat white chai ......................... 210

Bold shots of Assam CTC powder decoction with
pepper and honey hints, topped with the perfect
amount of steamed whole milk, to create a not too
strong, not too creamy, just right flavour.

flat masala milk ............................. . 220

A flat doodh with a creamy texture and a hint of spices.

guava karipatta chai ......................... 210

The most exotic chai you will ever taste. Karipatta chai
enhanced by pink guava.

assam adrak masala .......................... 230

Ginger Assam tea with desi masala hints.

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

TREE
NUTS
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ataj mahal assam tea - single origin ....... 320

The bold and full-bodied taste of this single 
origin tea from the lush plantation in Assam sets 
it apart from the rest. Its flavour is characteristically 
refreshing, rich, malty and exquisitely smooth. 
Known for its unmatched depth and richness of colour, 
it is the ‘burgundy of teas’.

{ Served in a tea pot, for two }

HOUSE BLEND - SINGLE ORIGIN 

darjeeling 1st flush ......................... 370

Often referred to as the ‘Champagne of teas’, 
this tea is sourced as first pluck leaves. 
Grown at the foothills of the Himalayas, it is a rare 
indulgence. So treat yourself to a delicate and
light cup that will make you feel instantly tranquil.

darjeeling 2nd flush ....................... 370

Post spring, the Darjeeling teas deliver their best 
quality yet. Called Darjeeling 2nd Flush, 
it is harvested in June and produces an amber, full bodied,
muscatel-flavoured cup. It is a relatively stronger blend 
of Darjeeling orthodox tea, handpicked with care to 
deliver the finest golden tipped leaves. 

darjeeling treasure gold tea ............. 390
From the Okayti Estate

The silvery leaves of only the youngest China Clone 
bushes are carefully plucked while they still glisten 
with the fresh dew of dawn. After being hand-rolled, 
the leaves are left in bright sunlight until, suffused 
with oxygen, the silver tips turn gold, imparting that
unmistakable blend of fruity and floral flavours to 
this single estate tea. 

{ Served in a tea pot, for two }ORGANIC

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.



assam flaming hue ............................ 320
From the Halmari Estate

The finest quality clonal tea bushes of the Halmari Estate, 
the gentlest pair of hands and the most tender tea buds. 
These result in perfectly rolled whole leaves with bright golden 
tips and bloom. When brewed, we get a distinct Assam brew, 
rich and robust, but with a delicate floral flavour.

darjeeling snow mist ......................... 390
From the Okayti Estate (Seasonal)

On an autumnal full moon, the lightest of mists descends 
over the mountains. And in the magical time before dawn,
the tea bush absorbs the dewy mountain mist into its
unfurled leaves. Only then are these leaves handpicked 
and swiftly dried to make a tea that’s so fresh, clean and 
delicate, it’s like a cupful of dawn mist.

darjeeling autumn wonder . . ............... 390
From the Okayti Estate (Seasonal)

Grown only on the highest slopes of the estate, this tea 
breathes the pure Himalayan air. Come autumn, its leaves
sweeten and release an intoxicating, rosy aroma, at which 
time they are quickly plucked. Its rare and heady floral 
note is the reason connoisseurs regard it to be one of the 
finest varieties of single estate tea.

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.



{ Served in a tea pot, for two }ORGANIC RARE FIRST FLUSH

bird song ...................................... 470

Sourced from high altitude special clonal plants, 
the tea is sophisticated and tippy in appearance, 
with a light orange hue and notes of forest flower. 
The liquor has a very smooth finish. Just like a melody.

golden valley ................................. 470

Fine Chinary shoots plucked off steep slopes facing 
the Himalayan range give this tea a classical greyish
appearance. A light golden hue and strong rose notes 
with a sharp finish make this a Golden Valley trademark.

moon drop ........ ............................. 450

Sourced from special clonal plants at very high altitudes
Darjeeling Moon Drop is a rare 1st flush tea with
bright green finely plucked whole leaves. This tea is
fruity and mellow with rich notes and a very pleasant
and distinct aftertaste.

{ Served in a tea pot, for two }TEA BOMB POTS

darjeeling shooting blue .................. 430

Enjoy a unique and hypnotic visual experience
with our magical Darjeeling green tea, blue
pea flower infusion with deep lavender notes.

oriental jasmine & rose bomb ............. 430

Those delicate pearls of jasmine green tea
will open up, petals of roses will glow again,
and you will be filled with a feeling of
well-being at the first sip.

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.



{ Served in a tea pot, for two }GREEN AND WHITE TEAS

whole leaf darjeeling white tea . .. ... ... 380

White tea is the most delicate of all teas; the finest 
varieties are appreciated by tea connoisseurs 
for their unmatched subtlety, complexity and natural 
sweetness. Handpicked, steamed and dried 
naturally in the sun and shade to impart a delicate 
flavour with a sweet, lingering aftertaste.

whole leaf darjeeling green tea ......... 350

Whole leaf green tea is considered as one of the 
best green teas because of its high altitude 
plantations. This tea is very delicate and immensely 
subtle, with a characteristic bright yellow-green colour. 
It is seasoned with mint and honey for a delightful 
aroma and smooth aftertaste.

oriental jasmine pearls ..................... 390

A specially selected leaf and tea bud are hand-rolled 
in the traditional way, suffused with jasmine essence. 
The heady jasmine infusion allows the base notes of the  
velvety cream leaf to come through and make a perfectly
balanced brew. Refreshingly sweet, the flowery aroma of 
this tea is very soothing.

smoky mountain tea .......................... 380

A tea with a strong flavour and a smoky aroma. 
The leaves are roasted in a bamboo basket that is heated 
over burning firewood, which contributes to the woody 
aroma and smoky flavour. Imagine a tea drizzled with 
honey, and smoked over a smouldering fire. But why 
imagine, when you can taste it.

misty oolong .................................. 390

With a lovely taste of fruit and floral flavours, 
Misty Oolong is a semi-fermented tea which has 
green, wiry leaves that transform into a light, 
golden yellow colour when steeped. It is a medium 
bodied tea with a smooth, yet dark taste.

{ Served in a tea pot, for two }HANDCRAFTED

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

Loved your blend? Take this tea to go, by purchasing a pack from our retail space.



spiced tea toddy style ...................... 270

A toddy-inspired medley of Smoky Mountain Tea 
fused with spices, honey and a hint of orange. 
It is a drink with origins that date back to the 1700s, 
in Scotland. This delightful concoction, invented 
by Sanjiv Mehta, CEO of Hindustan Unilever Ltd., 
is sure to fire up your senses.

kashmiri kahwa delight ...................... 270

This enchanting blend originated in the valleys of Kashmir.
Traditionally it is served as part of a lavish lunch or dinner, 
with strands of saffron added. Indulge in this delicate, 
fragrant green tea gently infused with spices and saffron, 
and topped with slivers of floating almonds.

hyderabadi sulemani tea ................. ... 260

An exotic and ambrosial black spiced tea of 
Arabian origin, Sulemani tea is a marriage of 
Assam orthodox tea to spices like star anise, 
cardamom, pepper, a dash of lemon and a hint of 
the sweetness of jaggery.

darjeeling rum raisin ....................... 260

The ‘Champagne of Teas’, Darjeeling 2nd flush contains
exotic hints of rum and raisin.

oriental jasmine and rose .................. 260

This tea is a unique blend of two flowers with an 
intoxicating aroma.

BLACK SPICED TEA

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

TREE
NUTS



pink guava and kaffir ........................ 260

Pink guava infused with Darjeeling 2nd flush and 
a kick of kaffir leaf.

silver needles and berries ................ 280

White tea infused with berries like strawberry, blueberry 
and delicate notes of star anise and cinnamon.

vanilla imperial ............................... 240

Our Darjeeling 2nd flush is elevated with delicate
bourbon vanilla aromas.

darjeeling pudina ............................. 240

Rich aroma of mint with hints of pepper blend with
your 2nd flush Darjeeling tea.

darjeeling green unlimited .... ............ 250

Our Darjeeling Green Tea loaded with lemongrass,
karipatta, ginger, lemon and honey.

assam badam kesar .........................,.. 260

Crafted for your chai, the quintessence of badam 
kesar flavour with a hint of cardamon blend

desi lemon tea .... ............................ 260

A strong decoction of ginger, pepper and cloves 
along with our Assam blend, finished with lime 
and kaffir leaf, add honey to your taste 

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.



nimbu pudina cooler ... ... ...... . ........... 280

Green tea base cooled with a menthol sensation and 
a twist of lime.

citrusy lemongrass ....... . . . . .............. 290

Juicy candied pomelo meets citrusy orange 
and lime juice. Centered with a green tea base, 
it is infused with uplifting lemongrass.

guava ginger green .......................... 290

Juicy guava nectar is masterfully blended with the 
essence of sweet and spicy ginger. A sip of this fresh 
iced tea will make you feel like you’ve been transported 
to a tropical Hawaiian island.

passion fruit iced tea ....................... 290

Perfect blend of Assam decoction with passion fruit along
with a pinch of black salt and chaat masala.

aam kaccha iced tea .......................... 280

Darjeeling Green Tea decoction with raw mango, a pinch
of black pepper and curry leaves.

toddy cooler ... .............................. 290

Smoky Mountain Tea with orange zing and spices.

ICED TEA
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.



mountain apple lemonade ................... 290

A delightful infusion of Darjeeling Green Tea, 
apple syrup and hints of karipatta, with a generous 
splash of soda. As refreshing as the crisp mountain 
air of its origins.

fruity reds .................................... 290

Enjoy a berry surprise of candied cranberry and 
strawberry infused in green tea, with a juicy watermelon
slice. This sweet and sour mix is garnished with
lime juice for an enlivening experience.

gulkhand lemonade .......................... 290

Lemongrass and Darjeeling Green Tea decoction,
hints of gulkhand with a pinch of ginger.

silver needles & kaffir lemonade ........ 290

Healthy and aromatic fizzy Darjeeling White Tea with a
citrus aroma.

pink jasmine iced tea lemonade ............ 290

Flavouring teas with jasmine flowers is an ancient 
Chinese tradition. The base of this lemonade is a rich, 
black jasmine tea that produces a delicate and 
fragrant brew. As a final touch, rose syrup and lime juice 
are added for a floral pink tea with permeating notes.

TEA LEMONADE

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

eastern kulfi lemonade ..................... 350

Fizzy Assam Orthodox cold brew leaf with 
kulfi and rose hints

cherry lemonade ............................. 350

Cherry flavoured Assam Orthodox fizzy cold brew 
with a pinch of black salt and cumin

COLD BREW TEA LEMONADE



Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

badam honey ................................... 360
Badam kesar nectar infused with Assam decoction, 
bubble tea pearl and saffron hints.

caramel latte .................................. 360

A dairy-free concoction of Assam decoction, soy milk, 
house-made caramel and loaded with bubble tea pearl.

kulfi Coconut Latte ......................... 360
Another dairy-free bubble tea where the kulfi aroma blends 
perfectly with coconut milk and a dash of masala spices.

DAIRY-FREE BUBBLE TEAS

assam coco .................................... 330

Flaming hue leaves cold-brewed with fresh coconut water and
star anis, served with tulsi pearl. Add honey or lemon to your taste.

ayur green tea ................................ 310
Amla and aldi infused into a Darjeeling 
Green Tea cold brew with sabja seeds 

elderflower green tea ...................... 340
Experience our finest Assam house blend, enriched 
with tulsi pearl, black pepper and just a hint of ginger.

oriental jasmine cold brew tea ........... 310

Brew for a few hours in cold water, enjoy the subtlety of our 
Jasmine pearl tea along with sabja seeds cooling effect.

kesar qhawah .................................. 330

Green Tea Kahwah decoction shaked with
badam kesar and spices

COLD BREW ICED TEA

Vegan



Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

paan khus iced tea ........................... 310

Green tea base with paan and gulkhand, spices 
and tapioca pearl.

mango thandai green tea .................... 330

Refreshing mango and green tea blend with spices 
and tapioca pearl.

hibiscus and lemongrass .................... 310

Lemongrass green tea and hibiscus syrup, 
with a dash of tamarind and a pinch of cinnamon.

jamun & blueberry bubble tea ............ 350

Darjeeling Green Tea with Indian blackberry and
blueberry, ginger and curry leaf hints and tapioca pearl.

badam masala doodh .......................... 360

Spices, dry fruits, Assam tea and tapioca pearl for a
refreshing and energising drink.

thai pearl milk tea ............................ 340

Famous Thai bubble tea revised TMTH style with
black tea, hibiscus, coconut milk and vanilla hints.

rum & raisin libra ............................ 340

Classic concoction of Darjeeling 2nd flush, lime, mint,
spices and rum raisin bubble tea.

BUBBLE TEAS

affoga tea ..................................... 280

To be sipped like a cocktail, an intense Assam
decoction, gulkhand hints and a silky feel of
vanilla ice cream.

ICE-CREAM TEA

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

TREE
NUTS



orange cheese tea ........................... 330

Why an Orange cheese cake when you can have 
an Orange cheese tea?

tulsi haldi cheese tea ...................... 290

Give in to the temptation of this complex and 
gourmet chai that combines our Assam blend 
with haldi, ginger and tulsi topped off with a 
smooth cream cheese foam.

matcha cheese tea .. .. .................. .... 290
Coming from far East this new tea with a frothy topping, 
smooth and suave will complete our matcha chai perfectly

CREAM CHEESE TEA

ginger spiced dessert chai ................ 270

A traditional adrak chai has been textured
like a cappuccino, with the sharpness of ginger,
mellowness of cream, and the smoothness of foam.
Expect the unexpected with this spiced creamy tea.

kulfi dessert chai ........................... 270

This tea combines pepper effortlessly with the woodiness 
and warmth of cardamom, cinnamon, cloves and ginger. 
Feel a sweet taste in the mouth with a fiery aftertaste 
in the throat. It is infused with a delicious kulfi flavour 
and topped with pista and cream.

mocha dessert chai .. .. ................. .... 250

Assam chai with a rich coffee cream crown and finished 
with cracked roasted coffee beans.

choco dessert chai
with hazelnut shots ......................... 250

Topped with creamy hazelnut, this choco chai is a must try.

DESSERT CHAI

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.
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DAIRY
PRODUCTS

TREE
NUTS



south indian filter coffee ................. 230

Colloquially it is called ‘kaapi’, but you don’t 
have to be Tamilian to appreciate original filter coffee. 
We make ours with BRU Select. To create this blend,
the choicest plantation beans - peaberry, arabica and 
robusta, are slow roasted. Resulting in a perfectly 
aromatic and flavourful cup.

house blended black coffee .............. 230

This flavoursome, aromatic and smooth coffee 
is made with 100% arabica beans. You’ll find that 
even though we’re a tea house, our house blend 
coffee is just as expertly crafted.

chaiffee caramel foam ...... ................ 250

A marriage of the two most popular drinks in the world, 
Chaiffee is a delectable combination of coffee decoction 
and tea infusion served with our unique caramel foam.

COFFEE BREAK

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any
ingredients. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability. We make our food and 
teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS



rooibos infusions ............................ 230

Rooibos also called the African red tea is caffeine-free.
Smoky, sweet, woody, grassy, vanilla, floral, geranium,
honey, herbal and caramel are just a handful of the words
that can describe the flavour spectrum of Rooibos.
Now explore it on your own.

red bush toddy ............................... 260

Rooibos infusion with apple, cinnamon and lime hints.

flat rooibos ................................... 240

A new take on Rooibos infusion with a subtle milk foam.
Get the new red taste.

spiced tulsi toddy style .................... 260

A toddy inspired by tulsi which is known to be 
caffeine-free with hints of spices and honey.

orange & rooibos infusion ................. 230

Infused red bush leaf with a floral touch of orange.

butterfly pea toddy .......................... 240

This ancestral infusion beautifully enhances the toddy
blends while the Butterfly Pea Flower tea antioxidants
do their magic. A visual experience, completed by a
shoot of health benefits.

bandra ka kadha ............................... 250

Special brew of tulsi, lemongrass and ginger 
with Kush hints to boost your immunity.

tulsi rose kadha .............................. 240

All the benefit of the holy basil combine with 
rose aroma, gulkhand and ginger.

HERBAL INFUSED BEVERAGES
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS



nourish more than
your soul
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The entire menu has been carefully prepared
to complement our variety of fine teas.

From nibbles to mains, you’ll be amazed at the versatility
of our teas, as they come together

to form a delicious fusion. Each dish passes the test
of a well-brewed potion: bold, aromatic and flavourful.
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breakfast

* Breakfast: 7.30 am to 12 pm
Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

Vegan

parsi brun maska
with homemade jam ........................... 190

Authentic brun made in-house, served with our
seasonal jam. 

tofu bhurji muffins ......................... 420

A savoury French croissant stuffed with a
masala tofu bhurji with green chillies, spring onions,
chutney and cheese.

earl grey danish .............................. 210

A traditional danish with Earl Grey cream filling.

crispy bread upma
with homemade chutney ..................... 330

Toasted bread croutons tossed
with masala and topped with cottage cheese.

silken tofu akuri on panko toast ......... 430

Smooth scrambled tofu with masala on crispy besan
bread toast, served with sprouts salad.

waffle croissant ............................. 320

TMTH has crafted a crispy croissant, served 
like a waffle. Choose between mango jam 
or chocolate sauce.

scrambled vegan ............................. 480

Silken tofu and besan slowly scrambled to an 
incredible smoothness, served with 
crispy karipatta toasted pao.

cheela oat wrap omelette –  
vegan & gluten-free ......................... 420

Thin oat omelette stuffed with a silken tofu raita, sprouts
and tomato chutney.

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

WHEAT



* Breakfast: 7.30 am to 12 pm
Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

kejriwal muffins ............................. 420

A savoury French croissant Kejriwal style!
Cheese, green chillies, spring onions, chutney and 
poached eggs like never tried before.

masala toast with basil-scented akuri .... 380

Egg-washed Pullman style bread slices,
seared and topped with slow cooked masala
scrambled eggs and basil.

house style kejriwal eggs on toast ..... 420

The simple yet delectable combination of eggs,
cheese, bread and green chillies has become iconic.
This is our chef’s take on the signature dish.

taj mahal tea house
special fluffy omelette . . ................. 370

Baked fluffy omelette served with vegetable masala 
on the side, toasted besan bread and homemade
tomato chutney.

house-made eggs benedict .. .......... .. ... 420

Homemade English muffin seared and topped
with tomato concasse, spinach and poached egg,
finished with Hollandaise sauce.

baked irani omelette ......... ............... 370

Oven baked omelette with caramelised onions, herbs, 
cheese and potato salli.

belgian waffle ............................... 320

Choice of apple compote, homemade jam,
chocolate sauce, caramel sauce or whipped cream.

green lamb kheema pao ... .................. 460

New version of an old breakfast favourite. 
A sunny side up combination.

breakfast

PEANUTS DAIRY
PRODUCTS

EGGSWHEAT TREE
NUTS
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vegetarian
Classic late afternoon tea, paired with carefully crafted 
savoury and sweet delicacies. An assortment of crunchy 
cucumber cup, bombay sandwich, smoked paneer bite, 
tofu bhurji pita, sabudana doughnut and other delectable 
nibbles. For your sweet tooth, relish our tea cakes, scones, 
tarts and puffs. This is best paired with our Indian teas, 
and equally charming company.

• Any one tea from the choice of Quintessential Teas ……... 1095
• Any one tea from the choice of Orthodox Tea pot ….….… 1250

non-vegetarian
Classic late afternoon tea, paired with mouth-watering 
savouries and sweet delicacies. An assortment of devilled 
eggs, smoked salmon english muffin, egg bhurji pita, 
crispy chicken fritter, masala brun stuffed lamb and other 
delectable nibbles. For your sweet tooth, relish our tea 
cakes, scones and tarts. This is best paired with our 
Indian teas, and equally enlivening conversation.

• Any one tea from the choice of Quintessential Teas ………. 1095
• Any one tea from the choice of Orthodox Tea pot ……….…1250

* High Tea: 3 pm to 7 pm
Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

high tea platter 

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

PEANUTS EGGSWHEATSHELLFISH TREE
NUTS
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* Lunch: 12 pm to 3 pm | Dinner: 7 pm to 11.30 pm
Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

mains

vegetable tortellini
with a spicy coulis .......................... 590
Pasta stuffed with red amaranth, aubergine
and cottage cheese with spiced up, rich tomato sauce.

malai silken tofu
with vegetable stir fry ..................... 560 
Silken tofu topped with a rich cashewnut gravy, 
paired with stir fried pokchoy, mushrooms and 
spring onions.

baked irani soy kheema ...................... 550

Aubergine parcelled shells baked with 
soy kheema. Inspired by Dhansak flavour and 
glazed with Béchamel sauce.

risotto a la sambar .......................... 560

Slow cooked risotto with sambar hints, parmesan, 
asparagus and roasted pumpkin chunks.

multigrain hari matar burger . .. .. ... . . ...  510

Crispy chickpeas, green peas and 
cottage cheese patis, served in a multigrain bun with 
pickled veg, grilled mirchi and tangy tamarind mustard.

mango pulao ...... ............................ 550

A beautifully balanced raw and ripe mango spiced rice,
accompanied by a marinated tea leaf raita.

roasted vegetable tian ..................... 570

Freshly grilled vegetables on Goan achard, 
makai atta bread, micro green mesclun, 
garlic chips and pesto.

ragi vegetable quiche – 
vegan & gluten-free .. . ....... .............. 510

Our vegan approach of the famous Quiche, 
with a thin raggi crust filled up with a layer of 
vegetables, onions confit and tofu cream,
served with a side salad.

oriental jasmine biryani .....................  580

Slowly cooked  with amazing flavors, our very
special Biryani will be surprising with its
macerated tea leaves hints.

lunch & dinner 
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mains

kerala peppered chicken ................... 640

Oven-roasted chicken breast with pepper 
corn crush, a pinch of honey and glazed garlic served 
with a parsley and fennel risotto, roasted carrot fingers 
and anise jus.

all spices chicken stew .................... 640

Slow cooked chicken in a rich and flavourful stew, 
served with orange flavoured basmati rice.

idli crusted baked pomfret ................ 640

Black pomfret fillet baked with idli crust made with caper, 
apricots and coriander, served with parsley mashed 
potatoes and completed by a mild garlic cream.

panko pomfret ................................ 640

Black pomfret fillet marinated with pickled tea leaf, 
dressed with panko and served crispy along with 
Hollandaise sauce.

baked irani lamb kheema ...... .............. 560

Aubergine parcelled shells baked with 
lamb kheema inspired by Dhansak flavour 
and glazed with Béchamel sauce.

multigrain chicken burger .................  520

Delicately spiced crispy chicken breast nestled in a 
multigrain bun with pickled veg, grilled mirchi and 
tangy tamarind mustard.

oriental jasmine biryani .....................  580

Slowly cooked  with amazing flavors, our very
special Biryani will be surprising with its
macerated tea leaves hints.

lunch & dinner 

* Lunch: 12 pm to 3 pm | Dinner: 7 pm to 11.30 pm
Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.
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bombay pumpkin curry soup .. .. ........... 310

Comforting creamy and mild spiced soup.

purple rasam . ................................ 310

Beet and lemongrass rasam with crispy crumbled 
idli and roasted beetroot.

chicken mulligatawny ........ ............... 310

This is a Classic Anglo-Indian soup. Its name
translates into ‘pepper water’.

soups

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.
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all day tea pairings

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.
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arabic falafel chaat
with tamarind tulsi foam .................... 380

Chickpeas tossed in dahi along with condiments, 
pomegranate seeds, date chutney, topped with 
a tamarind foam.

paneer and spearmint samosa with
plum and kokum chutney .................... 330

Delicious bite-sized samosa filled with vibrant spearmint 
and masala cottage cheese, served with tangy chutney.

idli burger .................................... 330

Crispy bite-sized idli with a lemongrass
and beetroot patis, topped with curry flavoured mayonnaise.

vada pao tmth style .. ....................... 340

Potato vada pan-fried in mustard oil and served in a 
crispy pao with dry peanut chutney and condiments.

hari matar masala pao .. ................... . 340

Crispy cutlet made with spices, malai paneer and 
peas served in a masala pao with tomato chutney and 
condiments.

gluten-free lemongrass scented 
beetroot & corn samosacorn samosa ....  350

Samosa filled with sweet corn, beetroot and lemongrass 
with garam masala hints served with pickled onions and 
a green chutney.

silken tofu burji ............................. 340
Cheesy slow cooked tofu burji with asparagus and 
tamarind chutney, wrapped in a ragi pita bread.
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

nibbles

chicken ‘chai’ kebabs ........................ 360

Succulent crunchy kebabs marinated in spices 
with tea leaves.

cafreal pulled chicken pao ............... 360

Boneless chicken cooked in a tasty Goan masala and 
served in crispy buttered pao with condiments.

prawns sabudana ............................. 340

Delicious tender prawns patis with wasabi cream and 
condiments, wrapped in a makka pita slider bread.

butter mint chicken .......................... 340

Juicy, shredded chicken with spearmint chutney and 
condiments wrapped in warm ragi pita bread.

kebab lamb slider ............................  360

Gilafi lamb preparation, masala pav, grilled zucchini,
spring onions with green chutney.

all day tea pairings
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

salads

kasundi malai paneer .. ...................... 460

Malai paneer, black grape and apple slices,
crispy idli, grilled walnuts, crunchy oats crumble
tossed over a baby spinach salad and finished
with kasundi cream.

sprout salad ... ............................... 420

Mixed sprouts salad with khakhra, apple,
cucumber and apricot ginger dressing.

emerald salad ................................. 490

Asparagus, sauté pak choi, baby spinach, grilled 
zucchini with pesto dressing, pomegranate and seeds.

jasmine tangy chicken salad ............... 460

Slow-marinated chicken strips placed into a jasmine 
and chilli broth, with rucola, orange segment, red grapes 
and sunflower grilled seeds.

chicken emerald salad ...................... 590

All the goodness of our Emerald Salad enriched with 
five spices poached chicken strips.

all day tea pairings
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

sandwiches

dabeli chaat with besan bread ............. 430

The Dabeli has an ingenious blend of softness and
crunch, paired with a sweet and salty taste.
Here is our version of this dish.

house smoked cottage cheese
with methi hints .............................. 440

Malai paneer smoked with puffed rice and
served between multigrain toast along
with pickled onions, tangy chinese cabbage leaf,
rucola and tomato chutney.

house special sandwich ..................... 410

Bombay-style Pullman toasted sandwich
with pesto mayonnaise.

tmth bombay sandwich .......................  460

Grilled masala English muffin, karipatta butter, 
filled up with a thin layer of vegetable, green chutney 
and melting cheese.

all day tea pairings
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Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.

sandwiches

butter chicken sandwich .................... 440

Pulled butter chicken with black cardamom and
kasuri methi hints, in a crispy bun.

five spices chicken .......................... 430

Chicken breast slowly cooked in a flavourful broth 
with cardamom and star anise, cloves, cinnamon 
and fennel, served between toasted Pullman bread 
with crunchy celery and chilli julienne, micro greens 
and coconut vinegar mayonnaise.

triple deck egg sandwich ..................  450

Toasted Pullman bread with mimosa eggs, potato bhaji, 
coriander omelette, eggs fried with herbs and 
date chutney, pickled onions with broccoli sprouts.

smoked salmon sandwich ....................  640

Toasted Earl Grey English muffin with 
smoked salmon slices, sour masala dressing, 
green mango, capers and chikoo chutney.

all day tea pairings
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dessert

Service charge optional & taxes as applicable. Please inform our service hosts if you are allergic to any ingredients.
Vegetable Oil/Butter/Desi Ghee is used in our preparations. Some of our ingredients are seasonal and subject to availability.
We make our food and teas with wholesome and fresh ingredients. Kindly allow us adequate preparation time.
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apple crumble ................................ 330

Oven-baked apple dessert with cinnamon hints,
topped with sweet crumble and served with seasonal 
coulis and Magnum ice cream.

chocolate extravaganza .................... 390

Chocolate sphere with caramelised pistachio,
chocolate ganache, ice cream - served 
Taj Mahal Tea House style.

chai millefeuille ............................. 320

A delicious pastry cream with chai aroma nestled 
between crispy layers of filo pastry.

earl grey pannacotta
with passion fruit coulis .................. 390

Delicate Earl Grey infused pannacotta served with 
a tangy fiesta of passion fruit and orange coulis.

rose cream falooda ....................... .. 340

Garnished with pistachio, almonds slivers, 
khoya ice cream, gulkhand, dry grapes, vermicelli, 
tapioca pearl and basil seeds.

fruit salad ....... ............................. 340

Seasonal fruit salad with a pinch of honey, lime, 
ginger and cinnamon.

crepes suzette ............................... 295
French pancake glazed in orange sauce.

chai cheese cake tart ....................... 330
Chai flavoured baked cheese cake like a tartelette,
chocolate disc with caramelised seeds.
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